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feelings toward other people can ruin out spiritual lives and cause utter

destruction toward the work we are attempting to do. And God wished to rule out

this attitude of jealousy and suspicioim out of the camp as far as possible. And

so he said when the man has this suspicion, when he has this attitude, when he

has this fear, when he has absolutely no proof do t not let it rankle within his

heart but during this wilderness journey He provided a means whereby it could either

be proven, or the man could know that it was false He wants us to avoid holding

resentment in our hearts. How much of individual misery among Christians and among

other people is caused by reelings of resentment that we get in our hearts and that

we harbor there and we carry on.

I have occasionally found recently, I have occasionally found it interesting

between one and one-thirty to turn on channel 10 which they call Dr. Bernhard laychia

trist, aid every day they show him talking with someone who is having depression or

having some kind of misery. and he talks to them, and talks to them and just about

every case he gradually brings it out as he asks questions about their dreams about

their ideas, about their feelings, he bradually brings it out that there is jealousy.

there is resentment against some other person in the family, or some other person

elsewhere that they are harboring and i is making their life miserable. It should

not be necessary for us to go to an expert to find these feelings within our hearts

but we should ask the Holy Spirit where there is something wrong that we have to

deal with to deal with it in the proper and effective way. but where there is soethiing

we cannot know, or where there is some wrong that we cannot deal with to put it out

of our minds, to put it. to leave it in the hands of God. and not to allow these
within

feelings, and resentments. and suspicions. and jealously to feetervw±*kiwg us and

to destroy our ap ritual life and our peace of mind. And so in this case God for

this pf*i brief period intervened in order that it shouldd be easier for the Israelites

to go through that pilgrimage journey and to reach the land of Palestine in a condition

and in a readiness to do what God wished them to do there.

Now I asked in the assignment that I gave to those of you who are signed up for
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